Tomlinson Fort [l]1 has discussed in detail, by using an ingenious idea, the nature of the solution of this type of equations of the first and second orders; and incidentally has shown that: If
where A is a constant and i and co are, of course, integers.
In other words "A second order equation with a periodic coefficient of period co can be transformed into an equation of order 2co with constant coefficients."
Here the generalization of this result for any order is proved by using an entirely different method of approach.
In what follows x is the independent integral variable and the period X is naturally a positive integer.
Theorem.
A linear difference equation of order n with periodic coefficients of common period X can be transformed into a linear difference equation of order ri\ with constant coefficients.
Or more precisely: If
Proof. Case (1) X^w. Without loss of generality we may assume that an(x) = -1. Then using an idea of Milne-Thompson [2] we may
Equation (3) defines [ars(x)] and shows that
By successive applications of (3) we get u(\ + x + n -1)"
Equation (4) defines [èr«(x)] and by (3.1) shows that
By successive applications of (4) 
\_u(i\ + x)
Now let the «-dimensional vector Vi be defined by u(i\ + x + n -1)"
Let T be the homogeneous linear transformation whose matrix is The corresponding terms in the general solution of equation (2) (2) will have «X arbitrary constants; and hence when this solution becomes a solution of equation (1) also there will be n(X -1) equations connecting the »X arbitrary constants.
